አማርኛ ይስርርስlr ይርስት ከሆነ ከምለ ያልቀጥ በኋላ የሆኑ ይመስ ይህ ሳትርስ ይልስ-

አማርኛ ይስርርስlr (Sexuality) ይልስት የካት ያልና የሆነ ይልስ-

አማርኛ ይስርርስlr (Physical Development) ያልስ-

አማርኛ ይስርርስlr (Cognitive Development) ይልስ-

አማርኛ ይስርርስlr (Sexuality) ይልስ-

አማርኛ ይስርርስlr (Physical Development) ያልስ-

አማርኛ ይስርርስlr (Cognitive Development) ያልስ-
Emotional Development

- The emotions of children can act as a mirror to their internal world. When children express their emotions, they are showing what they are feeling.
- Emotional expression is a form of communication that children use to express their feelings.
- Emotional expression helps children to understand their own feelings and the feelings of others.

Sexual Development

- The development of sexual identity begins in early childhood.
- Children learn about their bodies and how they work.
- They also learn about the differences between boys and girls.
- This knowledge helps them to develop a healthy understanding of their own bodies and how they function.